
9th September 2015

June Tan/Gabriel Lim
Intellitrain Pte Ltd
Level 3
146 Robinson Road
Singapore 068909

Dear June and Gabe,

RE: Letter of Recommendation

11 December 2015 marks the beginning of Intellitrain’s 10th year in serving as SCL(S)’
secretariat, Intellitrain’s association management contract with SCL(S) started on 11
Dec 2006 after a successful Inaugural SCL International Conference 2006 on 15-17 Oct
2006.

Intellitrain’s  term of  service has seen them serve under 5  Chairpersons – Naresh
Mahtani  (2006-2008),  Mohan  Pillay  (2008-2010),  Chris  Nunns  (2010-2012),  Anil
Changaroth (2012-2014) and Darren Benger (2014-2016).

During their tenure, SCL(S) has seen the following achievements:
• Membership growth every year from 132 in 2006 to 318 at the end of last year, a

141% increase.
• Annual events have grown from 5 in 2006 to 14 events in 2014 (including 8 sem-

inars, 3 social events, 2 workshops and an annual conference), a 140% increase.
• Event registrations have soared from 427 in 2007 to almost 900 in 2014, a 110% in-

crease.
• Financial reserves have grown from $120K to $211K as at this financial year, a

75% increase, with profits every year till FY 2014.

In addition, SCL(S) was pleased to appoint Intellitrain as Conference organser for its
regional “Focus on Asia” Conference on 1-2 September 2015.  The Conference was a
resounding success attracting 150 participants from 14 countries, as well as accolades
from both speakers and delegates.

Although Intellitrain’s relationship with SCL(S) is through a contract, the dedication
they  have  shown,  initiative  often  taken,  and the  ongoing  desire  to  make  SCL(S)
better,  goes  beyond  mere  business.  This  is  much  appreciated  and  rightly
acknowledged. My thanks goes to Intellitrain, with a note of anticipation for many
good years of relationship to come. 

Yours sincerely,

Darren Benger
Chairman, 2014-2016

SCL (Singapore)
Level 3, 146 Robinson Road, Singapore 068909


